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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Friday, February 24, 1967

Monroe Leads UNM to Victory
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT

Lecture on Cubism

Behind Ben Monroe's recordsetting 41 points the UNM Lobes
beat league-leading B r i g h am
Young at its own game 97-75 at
University Arena last nght.
Mel Daniels added 26 points as
the Lobos moved a step closer to
an NIT bid, Daniels hit for only
five points in the first half of play,
but then hit 21 in the second
stanza,
Monroe ht 19 field goals, a record
for a Lobo in a single game. His
39 field goal attempts was a Western Athletic Conference single
gam(! record.
Led at Half
New Mexico led by 12 at the
half, 42-30, and then added four
more before the Cougars scored.
From then on there was never any
doubt.
The win against the Cougars,
now 6-1 in conference play, was a
must for the Lobos, NIT hopefuls ..
The first selections were made
Thursday for both the NIT and
the NCAA and will continue
through the weekend. Another
good etlort against Utah is expected to insure the invitation.
May Get NIT Bid
The bid to the Madison Square
Garden tournament usually goes
to the second place team but even
if New Mexico doesn't finish the
year in second place its overall
record, past national ranking and
Mel Daniels should turn the trick.
Wyoming increased its second
place lead Thursday by beating
Utah 62-49 after leading 32-26 at
the half in Lafamie. Wyoming
and BYU tangle in Laramie s·aturday.
Wyoming would have to beat
the Lobos at home and the Cougars would have to lose to one of
the Arizona teams for a tie.
Monroe Played His Best
Monroe, playing by far the best
gam~ of his career, kept the Lobos
out in front in the first half as no
one else could find the range.
Ben hit 26 of his points in the

Event Is Annual

Senior Day Here

Will Be In Atarch
Curriculum, housing and earnpus activities will be among topics high school graduating seniors
will explore March 11 at UNM'11
annual High School Senior Day.
A long-time tradition. the event
brings lleniora from a c h o o Is
throughout New Mexico to the
Albuquerque campUil.
Registration at 8:30 a.m. is
followed with a general B!l!lembly
addressed by univenitv deans at
the Union.
Small discussion groups related
to various fields of .study will enable seniors to direct questions
concerning their interests to members of the UNM faculty.
They will meet UNM student
leaders and visit residence halls,
fraternity and sorority houses in
rounding out their picture of
campus life.
\
Suzanne Aldrich, Albuquerque
~lemen~ry educati?n sophomore,
~~ sel'Vlng as coordmator for Semor Day.

Education Honorary
Initiates 11 Members

Dr. Robert Rosenblum, professor of fine arts. at New York University, will speak on "The Typography of Cubism" in a special
lecture at 2:30 p.m. Sunday, Feb.
26 in the Concert Hall. His lecture will focus on the problems of
visual and verbal punning in
cubist painting.

.
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FAST two-way radio
Pick-up & Delivery

By CHUCK REYNOLDS

Cedi 243-5671 today!

CONTRIBUTE TO THE IMAGE OF YOUR UNIVERSITY~!!
DON'T LET CLASSES BE YOUR ONLY INTEREST IN
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO. KUNM OPERATES
WITH A UNIVERSITY ORIENTED STAFF THAT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ALBUQUERQUE'S RADIO CONTACT
WITH OU.R UNIVERSITY, AND THERE MAY BE A PLACE
FOR YOU ON THE KUNM STAFF. OPENINGS EXIST IN
OUR PROGRAM, NEWS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS DEPARTMENTS FOR INTERESTED MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY
FAMILY. EXPERIENCE IS NOT NECESSARY; KUNM WILL
TRAIN YOU; AND·YOUR EXPERIENCE ON OUR STAFF CAN
LEAD TO PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT IN THE EXCITING
PROFESSION OF BROADCASTING. IF YOU ARE A UNM
STUDENT, STAFF OR FACULTY MEMBER, AND YOU'D .LIKE
TO SPEND A FEW HOURS A WEEK IN A FASCINATING AND

first haF, keeping the lead in the
hands of New Mexico after the
first basket by the Cougars. In addition to the 41 points he picked
off 10 rebounds as did Daniels.
Craig Raymond lead the Brigham Young attack with 13 points
and four rebounds.
For the high - flying Lobos
Howie Grimes hit for 12 points in
his substitute role and also picked
off 10 rebounds. He turned many
of those into baskets to give the
boost they needed when BYU was
picking up a head of steam.
The Lobos continued to dominate the boards with 40 rebounds
to 32 for the Brighams. In the
foul department BYU had 27 and
New Mexico 24, but Bill Morgan
fouled out on the Lobo side of the
ledger.

CHALLENGING ACTIVITY, JOIN THE KUNM STAFF.

Had Foul Trouble
Before the game was over four
Lobos had four fouls -Daniels
Monroe, Ron Nelson and Ron
Sanford.
From the floor New Mexico had
one of its best nights of the year
hitting a smooth 51.9 per cent of
its shots while the visitors were
good for an even 50 per llellt.
The Lobos outscored Brigham
Young 1'1-11 ft'om the :free-throw
lim~ by hitting 68 per uut tJf all
attempts while :BYU hit (lnly li5
percent.
The 14,4'12 fens saw New Mexico score the most points in over a
year and set a University Ar~ma
scoring reco.-d.

EDWARD KEATING, publisher of Ramparts magazine, is shown
making his speech on the government's involvement with the university student Friday afternoon in the Union Theater. Ramparts
magazine was the first to learn about the CIA's involvemen with
the National Student Association, an involvement which Keating
called "detrimental to the Associatiun." (LOBO photo by Pawley)

CALL

,. .

Y'Ou will be

AUTON·OMO·US
and AUTOCHTHONO '""·~.

Test File Opened
At Coronado Hall

Y:our rewards

will be AURIFER:OUS.

A test file for all men students
at UNM will begin operation, today at Coronado Hall. The file
was organized by the Coronado
Scholastic Committee.
Ross M. MacAskill, advisor at
Coronado Hall and head of the
Scholastic Committee, said he
had proposed the test file because
he felt such a system would be
beneficial to the residents.
He said, "With 450 residents,
we have about as large a test
source as anyone. We are now in
the process of getting the pro·
gram rolling and when we finish,
we should have about 60 or 70
courses represented. The test file
is primarily for the use of Coronado residents, but it will be open
to anyone who Wlints to use it."
The file will be kept at the main
desk of Coronado Hall and tests
may be checked out with a student ID card. The committee is
still undecided as to how long
men will be allowed to keep the
tests out, but failure to reutrn
the tests within the required time
limit will cost the resident one
dollar, Mac Askill said.

You will have
the '()pportunity
for intellectual

ALLOGAMY.

WANT ADS
R~naissance ~pes

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES·
4 line ad., 65,-4 tlmell, $2.GO, Insertions
mu.t be, submltted b)' noon on day before
P.ubUcat•o!' to Room 159, Student Publica·
t!nns Budding, or telephone 277·4002 or
277-<1102.

are <lefinltely welcome at Philco! We need scientists, mathemati·
Crans and eng meers ••• ~reamers and do-ers , •. to help direct the World Wide efforts
that have made us a maJor company fast approaching $1 billion In an
1 1
consumer; industrial and government markets. We are a ma'o
. b .;.ua sa es to
Motor Company. We have 10 divisions whose diverse lntere J r so st rary of F~rd
the moon to educating future leaders in depressed countries sts r;nge
explormg
logical Laboratories to advanced systems of communications .•. from ud~omated Bio·
..
· · • rom ta tos to radar
If you are Interested in a fast-paced, truly rewarding career with a fast . .
•
pany, we'd like to talk to you We will be vis't' .
. . ·growmg comContact your Placement Office. 'stop by and talk' t~g your campus on February 27.
College Relations, Philco Corporation C and Tlo . Sust about thhe future, or write to
'
ga reets, P iladelphia, Pa. 19134.
PHJLCO WILL BE HERE ON FEBRUARY 27

FOR SALE

1rom

BLACK MGB 'GS for Bale. Red fiberglass

Latin Desk

Ctreer opporlunlllew BVIJ/Iabfe on lhe East c,
· ·
throughollt the wor/cl.
oast, the Midwest, the Southwest, tho 1wesl Coast, and
Divisions: Auronutron/o • Appllflnce • Communications & Electro .•
Lansdale • Mlcroelectr011/cs • Stl(es & Distribution •
r;onsumer Electronics •lnfernallonal•
p
Western Development lahoriJtor/es

Latin American Desk will meet
Wednesday, March 1 in Room 260
of the Union. Featured speaker
will be Reyes Lopez Tijerina,
leader of the Alianza Federal de
Mercedes (Federal alliance of
Land Grants.) There will also be
elections for president and Board
members.

Tee:;:: •

I=IHILCO
•

The Central Intel!igence Agency did not have to use National
Student Association officers to
p;athcr information about foreign
students' activities, Edward Keating, publisher of Ramparts magazine, told a crowd of about 250 in
the Union Theater Friday..
"They didn't have to usc NSA
offieers to get information; they
could have used their own agents,"
Keating said.
Keating called the CIA's infiltl·ation and influence of the
NSA an "arrogance of power" as
he lashed out at the governments
involvement in student affairs.
"The CIA's involvement will be
a serious detriment to the CIA
and NSA," said Keating. "It represents the subversion and corruptiun of the youth and if you

For UNM Men

,:?

Lead Changed Little
In the game that was rough up
and down the court the lead only
changed hands once and was tied
once.
BYU coach Stan Watts and his
entire bench stood often to protest
a call but the only technical foul
of the game when Ron Sanford
threw the basketball down after
a foul was called against him.

.

.

.

The com·t found in the Tillson
case that "the existing security
force (University Police) has no
authority to act as a regulal·ly
c11nstituted police force," until
the UNM Board of Regents acts
upon the powers given to them to
bring about the establishment of
an institutional law court and
enforcement agency at the University.
The court stated that the UNM
police, by virtue of their commissions on the Albuquerque City Police have definite powers, but
"Regular city officers certainly
have no power of arrest on State
or New Mexico property other
than is given them by the cornmon law which covers f!:Jlonies

and breaches of the peace, or the
usual 'hot .pursuit' rule."
Peace Justice John L. Martin
Is Battery
said last night that the conviction
Martin's decision stated that
of UNM police sergeant C. D.
the seizure of Colby by Tillson
Tillson on battery charges has
constituted a battery by virtue of
brought up a questioning of the
this lack of jurisdiction of the
enforceability of all UNM police
UNM police.
rulings, including parking tickets.
Colby was removed from his
car when Tillson accused him of
Tillson was found guilty of
blocking the intersection in front
battery in Martin's court in the
of Mitchell Hall. He was later
case of the arrest of UNM stuarrested and booked into the City
dent Preston Colby.
Jail.
Martin said that a New MexColby is a 24 year-old junior in
ico statute exists requiring the
at UNM. He is also a
accounting
rulings of several State of New
constable,
with
powers under the
Mexico agencies to be filed with
District
Attorney
which he dethe law librarian of the State
scl'ibed as "similar to those of
Supreme Court before they can
the sheriff.' He said that his servbe legally enforced.
ices
as an enforcement officer are
------------------------------~~-often originated in orders from
peace justices.
"Judge Martin has occasionally contacted me in this capacity," he added. Martin is the
judge who rendered the decision
the NSA with the CIA and if they
"New highways, slum clear- in favor of the State in the
released any information they ance, hospitals, and curing pov- Colby-Tillson case.
faced a 20 year prison sentence," erty are not profitable, therefore
Colby told the LOBO that "It
Keating said.
un-American," he said, "but war was unfortunate that it happenHe questioned the risk the CIA is profitable for many U.S. in- ed." He added that "I think the
dccsion was just and impartial,
took to get what he called "little dustrialists, therefore patriotic."
information" on the feeling of
Keating then advanced to what but I hope that the regents or
students at congress(ls toward fu- he ca1led a "modest proposal." the administration will take apture government policies.
"We ought to have universities r>ropriate steps to bring about a.
"Tho3e student~ c-tmld have wh~l'l.' llO pe!' cent of the students state institutional traffic court
rightly been arrested as spies," never go to class while ten per here."
"It wasn't a personal thing bel1e said.
cent get their education. The rest
Keating critcized the theo1·y can party and mess around which tween Tillson ~nd me. I wouldn't
that student congresses should is what they do anyway," said advise any student to give the ·•
campus police a hard time," said
have a spirit of competition. He Keating.
Colby.
"It's possible that students
compared this attitude to a
"This program would involve
similar attitude held fo1• U.S. and some changes in expenditures," may try to use this decision as an
Russian track competition. "The He said, "1\!ore money would have excuse to give them trouble, but
whole idea is one of winning to be spent for recreation and they still have a lot of powers of
whether it be a debate or a race," perhaps a lengthening of the enfo!'cement,"
he said.
football season. This wouldn't be
too hard as we already have our
World Survival
football
players payed for."
"Actually the purpose of the
"After four years everyone
student congresses should be to
develop a spirit of cooperation would get their degrees but the
that will lead to the survival of 90 per cent who never went to
the world," he said.
class would return them after
Keating digressed from his they got their first job," Keating
A United States Student Press
attack on government involveAssociation
release last week said
said.
"Those
who
got
an
educament to criticize the American
the
organization
is separate from
tion
would
get
to
keep
theirs.
All
idea of a university education.
Student
Association
the
National
This was for the benefit of the you need to get a job is a dipand
has
never
received
money
professors in the audience.
loma."
from the Central Intelligence
"The purpose of the modern
Agency.
American university tpday is to
The bulletin clarifies confusion
provide technicians for the midde
about
the relationship of the StuFiesta
class bureaucratic bourgeois socident
Press
Association to NSA
Fiesta committees have poety," Keating said.
and
the
CIA.
The USPPA was
sitions open tp any interested
Keating said, "we are in the
1962
by a group of 30
formed
in
students. If you wish to apply,
twilight of the Goddess of success
college
editors
who
felt that an
see Mark Epstein, or Joyce
and we have learned that to be
independent
student
press asso·
Gattas, in the student governunprofitable is to be un-Americiation
would
best
serve
the counment offices.
can.."
try's college news publications.
LOBO Editor Elected President
At the editors' conference at
Ohio State University in August,
1962, LOBO editor John MacGregor was elected first president
of the USSP A. MacGregor and a
former LOBO editor and Mark
Acuff, also of UNM were instrumental in that group's formation.
The USSP A was formed to pro.
gripes about the group and these dertaking a project.
were the reasons for quitting the
Stuart said that he, Terry vide service and intercollegiate
group and asking for the investi- Lamm, treasurer and Ellen Copri, communication among student
gation.
secretary had access to ACOHR news publications and to repre- "., ·
"I question whether the pro- funds. One other member, Russell sent the United States student
grams which the members under- Zachmeyer, was able to take Press in international affairs.
In 1962 the Collegiate Press
took were thoroughly discussed money from the Union account
and whether or not they fell with- because he was coordinating a Service was formed to provide
members with news of national
in the area ACOHR covers," he project in the valley.
and international student affairs,
said.
"Irregularities" In Funds
reprints of major features, and
He questioned the loose organiStuart charged that there were general educational news. ·
zation of ACOHR saying that people who undertook the personal irregularities in the handling of
projects had failed to consult the money, "Lamm and his associates
group or get a consensus before would spend their own money on
projects and then come to the
Chi Alpha, the national youth
beginning.
organization to be reimbursed, organization of the Assembly of
No Formal Votes Taken
God churches, will meet tonight
Both Terry Lamm and Stuart Stuart said.
said that the group never took
Stuart said that no procedure at 8 in Room 253 of the Union.
a formal vote on any of the pro- was followed when money was Election of officers will be held,
grams but said they usually spent and that many expendi- All interested students of all de·
reached a "consens\r!l" before un· tures were never approved.
nominations are invited to atten~.

Keating Assails Use of NSA Agents

277-4806, OR VISIT OUR STUDIOS IN THE NEW MEXICO
UNION. BUILD THE IMAGE FOR UNM WITH YOUR CAMPUS
RADIO STATION 90.1.
••

.

U. Jurisdiction Que
Raised by J P Decision.

DRY CLEANING

•

and Bill
gan go up for the tip in the
first half of action in the New
Mexico-Brigham Young game
last night. Morgan got the two
points, and Mpnroe hit for 41
points in the game that the
Lobos won 97-75. (LOBO Photo
by Pawley.)

-

Monday, February 27, 1967

Sanitone Professional

SO GOOD?

.I

..

.

. Our Sixty . . Ninth Year of Editorial Freedom

PIZZA

Free

•

The Sitzmarkers Ski Club will
hold an apres-ski party Saturday
night at the National Guard Club
at Kirtland Air Force Base at 8
p.m. Free beer, chips, and dips
will be provided. Admission for
non-members is $1. Anyone is
welcome.

WHY IS MR. G'S

top. radio, wire wbeeb. Must aell Phone
Initiation ceremonies were con268-7021. 2/20, 22, 23, 24 •.
ducted in the Union at UNM for G, E. UNIT with Gerrard AT-GO <>hanger
11 new members of the Alpha Mu
AM·FM MPX radio. Sony 250 Ster.,.;
tape deck - both with needed cord.!!. See
Chapter of Pi Lambda Theta· the
at ID·Fl Hollse, .2/24, 27, B/1.
national honorary for wome~ in
education.
STEREO, n\)t working, plus .... for •ale,
Contact M•sa Joe Goo~y.,.r, Hokona Hall
Inducted in the ceremony were
274 Zfa. 2-22, 23, 24, 27.
'
Virginia Downing, Claudia G.
1l!off, Jo Ann Glaver, Janet HarFOR RENT
rJ~, Peggy Johnson, Lorraine
EFFICIENCY apartmen~, 1 block w•t of
Kmg, Beve:dy McNeill, Susan
UNM, $79.60 to •85.00 all utmtl... paid.
Some with lmprovemon~. Furnbbtd offSexton, Carol Lynn Stuart, Mrs
~tri!<!t ·parldng. Call Sam Coo»er, '265Patricia L. ~J:aden, and Dotti~
8571, ev... 842-8280, Calrc\-Norrill Realty,
2/6, 9, 10.
Erickson.
·
LARGE. apartment,. 2 bed,_ new fum•
Requirement(~ for membership
lahlnp, emclency kitehen. AUiltllltleo fn.
in Pi Lambda Theta include acaeluded. Call Sam Cooper, 285-8571, ev...
842-8280. Calr~·Norrlo Real!¥, 2/6; D, 10.
demic excellen~ and high potential for professional leadership.
SERVICES
Alpha Mu Chapter of the Uni- TYPEWRITER I!Aieo A oervlceo all lftlki!ll
versity of New Mexico is both
20 per """t dlocount 'lrith thi• ad.
Jllckup A. dell.,...,, E A E T7Pewrlt.er
a college and alumnae chapwr.
Service, 2217 coal BE. Phone 248o.0588.

rl

Ski Club Party

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

•

corrupt the youth you corrupt the
future."
International Hypocracy
Keating said that exposing the
NSA affair pointed out "the international hypocracy" of the U.S.
"It has destroyed the myth of the
free, intelligent, pure American
youth attending international
student congrcSfes," he said.
"Even though the truth is painfully sad it is good to dispell this
myth," he said.
Ramparts was the first to publish information about the CIA's
involvement with the NSA. Keating's appearance was sponsored
by the University chapter of the
American Association of University Professors and the campus
affiliate of the NSA.
Cloak and Dagger
Keating said the scandal "represents the cloak and daggar existence that is enveloping this
country."
"The majority of the NSA personell did not know what was
going on," Keating said as he
criticized the CIA for "corrupting and influencing the officers of
NSA to continue."
"The CIA looked for what they
called politically potential people,
then lured them into signing a
security agreement under the pretext that they would at times be
given secret material," Keating
explained.
Faced Prison
"Only after they had signed
the agreement did CIA agents tell
them of the full involvement of

Group Disclaims
CIA or NSA Ties

ACOHR Chairman Resigns

Go!als Are Lost, St:uart: Says
By BOB STOREY
The former chairman of the
Action Committee of Human
Rights said Saturday he is con·
vinced that the organization has
ceased to serve its stated function in regard to human rights.
Tom Stuart, who resigned as
ACOHR chairman after a split
within the group said that he was
no longer interested in the organization.
Stuart has charged the organization with misuse of funds under the ACOHR constitution and
his allegation has caused the senate Finance Committee to call
ACOHR members to next 'I'ues·
day's meeting for an investigation.
Lists Two Gripes
Stuart said that he had two

Chi Alpha

~

......

'

,•

I
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Monday, February. 2'l, 1967

poems by Robert
Creeley $2.25, Scribners

PAGE'S

i\

CORNER
by

JOE PAGE
(Editor's Note: This b9ok supplied for review and available at
the Ass!lciated Students Bo~Jk·
st9re).
This is Mr. Creeley's Second
Scribner's collection. It is not his
collected works which are, with
the exception of the poems con...... tained herein, available under
Scribner's "For Love," $1.45,
Mr. Creeley needs little introduction to most readers, especially at UNM, where, until recently,
he was an active member of our
English department. Before publication of the "For Love" collection, Creeley was a littleknown, highly respected member
of the avant-garde underground.
During those lean years, he published, either himself or with the
aid of various small California
presses, seven short c9llections of
poetry and a few Pl'OSe pieces; all
of which, by 1960, had made him
a sigularly important voice in
what was then being heralded as
the emergence of a new American
movement of letters. With the
appearance of "For Love," Creeley became something more than
a leading voice in the underground choir. He was, in a word,
unearthed.
Most Important of Decade
With the passage of time "For
Love" has undoubtedly become
the single most important collection of this decade. If Mr.
Creeley had an undeniably strong
influence upon his "underground"
contemporaries, there is no reckoning the degree to which that
influence has since extended itself these last seven yejlrs. Today
only the forever established, or
the forever unknowing, have
dared the banal luxury of ignoring this poet's many achievements.
And so it comes as no surprise
""'- that this collection has been most
eagerly awaited. And yet, it
would be dishonest to deny that
this expectancy was free of a
certain, ·accompanying, apprehension. An apprehension though
perhaps understandable, which,
sadly, stemmed from a lack of
faith. Faith, that is, in Mr. Greeley's abilities to withstand success; a literary success which,
along with some financial rewards, has brought with it that
haunting spector of academic exceptance-the establishment. In
a recent article on modern poets,
their means, livelihood, Kenneth
Rexroth stated it quite unequivically. "Creeley •••, now, a part of
the Establishment'', which was
not criticism, was merely fact;
that is, Creeley makes his living
in the universities, the academic
world. The question which had
gnawed at the back of some
minds, this reviewer's included,
was to what extent this new
affiliation might affect his work?
Certainly no one was questioning
Greeley's integrity (the word has
so been linked with his name as
to become synonomous). But this
type of success is notorious for
breeding caution, and caution is
ultimately (or nearly so) the
cause of that atrophy so closely
associated with · the establishment.
Dispelled Apprehension
Well, Creeley's "WORDS'' has
dispelled. whatever apprehension
existed. Happily, his manner bas
remained as distinct as ever;
that is, the breath unit is still
the guiding measure, and the
poems themselves are as highly
charged, as intensely personal, as
alaways. The collection's opening
st4nza (from, "The Rhythm'')
demonstrates this aptly, "It is
all a rhythm/ from the shutting/
door, to the window/ opening.''
Certainly, no atrophy here.
But this is not to say the work
has remained unchanged. The
first evidence of a shift a}}pears
in Mr. Creeley's recent emphasis
upon time, the transitory nature
of those things existing within.
The theme itself occurs at numerous points within the collection.

...

And, again, the opening poem
serves as example; its last stanza closes ... "The little children/
grow only to old men./ The grass
dries,/ the force goes.'' It is a
long ground traveled in these six,
short, four-line stanzas, a ground
few poets, save Creeley would
risk transversing. Still, this new
emphasis can be attributed more
to age, say, than to any basic
change in the ·poets attitude.
More significant are the two further marks by which Mr. Creeley
may now be rocognized.
Shy of Vernacular
Ever as a master of the language, Creeley till now had tended
to stay well shy of a four letter
vernacular. But, as the William
Carlos Williams quotation which
preceeds this collection implies,
WORDS concerns itself with a
"stress, born of sexual shock",
which requires a certain candid
honesty on the part of its' poet,
an honesty of language. Creeley
handles this necessesity, at all
points, with complete, poetic integrity. He is never awkward or
crude, as these closing lines from
"The Hole," a poem addressing
itself to a young boy's sexual
education, so clearly evidant .••
"talk/ to me, fill/ emptiness
with/ you, empty/ hole." Those
lines are as finely sensitive, as
lyricaly compeling, as one may expect from poetry. Other poems,
herein, dealing with this same
"shock", are equally as well turned. Certainly Dr. Williams would
be gratified to find a part of one
of his finest poems prefacing this
collection.
Extends Range
Finally, and I believe most im~ortantly, Mr. Creeley has begun
to extend the · overall range of
individual poems; that, is the
overall ground he may cover
within the limits of a single
piece. In short, he is writing the
"long" poem. This is somethng
which all will equally find gratifying. WORDS contains at least
five, possibly eight (depending
upon definition) such poems. The
method most often encountered is
that of numbered division (ie. 1,
2, etc.). The poet has seldom
utilized this method in the past,
and yet seems most at home with
it. Of the five major poems none
reach the word length of "For
Love's" "The Door," but al lare
of considerable duration; several
pages. Of the group, "Enough"
and "Anger" strike this reader
as the most successful. I say
"most" for all are exceptional.
Certainly "Enough' if not Mr.
Creeley's finest poem to date, is
one of his major achievements.
This poem, alone is reason enough
for a collection.
Direet Approach
It should be noted that the requirements of these longer works
have led Mr. Creeley to a somewhat more direct approach than
one has come to expect of him.
This directness has carried itself
over into a few of his shorter
poems, and .it may take a bit
getting used to for those well
acquainted with "For Love.' As
for those still new to his work, or
those who may have held . l,)ast
reservations as to his "oblique"
mannerism, this directness will
undoubtedly be appreciated. But,
so as not to mislead, let me make
it quite clear; this, at most, is
but a slight modfication of the
total, and does not extend, even,
to the majority of the poems
herein.
Again .Mr. Creeley has demon~
strated the ability to remain absolutely faithful to his great
talents. His work continues to ex·
pand, with only one difference: it
now expands outward, taking
with it those same ivy-covered
walls it was so instrumental "in
first cracking, Aptly enough the
collection's first poem, "The
Rhythm" occassions this so ap.
propriate quote of Robert Pen
Warren's: it seems to -sum up
Mr. Creeley's WORDS far better
titan anything I might attempt.

both sophMARY ANN STAFFORD, left, and
omores are UNM's representatives on the Mademoiselle magazine
Colleg: Board. Board members report regularly to the magazine
on events at their campuses and help fashion editors select models
for college fashion features. The girls are selected for talent in
art, writing, editing, advertising, and other phases of magazine
production. (LOBO photo by Pawley.)

Weekend Open House

U. College of Engineering Exhibits
Student Displays, Lists Winners
The UNM College of Engineering this weekend exhibited student displays and special exhibits
for visito1·s from UNM, Albuquerque, and New Mexico high
schools. Trophies were presented
to the nrst three winners in each
of four departments.
The overall prize for the best
display went to the mechanical
engineering department.
In the chemical enl!ineering department, Thomas Rodgers and
Cliff DeRose won first place with
a desalinization exhibit. Second
place winners were Thomas Hendrey and Manuel Mata with a
nylon display. Gerald Simpson
and Arthur Lemaster took third
with a refrigeration exhibit.
Civil Engineering prizes were
won by Ira Bowerman and Gary
Sweenhart with a sanitation exhibit. Second place went to a soil
mechanics display by Stephen
Fritz, Howard Jones and Henry
Burke. An analog computer won
third place for Robert McNeil,
Tony Baker, Victor Chavez, and
Arthur Guthrie.
0
A coriolis merry-go-round won
first place in mechanical engineering for Ron Nespeca, Dwain
Willingham, George Rigopoulos,
and Bill Tarrell. A display of
thermo-electric effects by Sol
Chavez and Fred Mortensen won
second place. Third place was
awarded to Jerry Hitchcock, Fred
Mortensen, and Ed Roarman for
their heat tube.
A laser display by Don Morris

DELIVERY
SO FAST?

has need at the

NATIONAL REACTOR TESTING STATION
Located near Idaho Falls, Idaho

.•.. FOR
NUCLEAR ENGINEERS
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
PHYSICAL CHEMISTS
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
MATHEMATICIANS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
PHYSICISTS
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERS

,.

To plan and direct experiments and tests aimed at understanding the behavior of reactors and reactor systems under dynamic
conditions.
Work in an area where you can enjoy the best in:

SKIING

Contact your PLACEMENT OFFICE for an interview
appointment on
March 6 and 7, 1967

listen to KUNM

U.S. Cltl•enship Required
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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PROFESSOR OF BIO.~OGY. PEPPERDINE
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HEAR HIM AT:
The Theater, New Mexico Union
MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
(February 21-28-March 1}

2 LECTURES DAILY-4:00 ar1d 8:00P.M.
DISCUSSION PERIOD FOLLOWS EACH SESSION

~

Sponsored by: Christian Student Center, 205 University Blvd. NE
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By United Pr!!ss International
rado and Leroy Frieden of Del Este, Uruguay. On the
Albert DeSalvo, the man who Crocket, California.
agenda will be items ranging
says he is the Boston strangler,
Four other Americans are still from agricultural improvement
w~s re-captured in Lynn, Mass.,
being held for currency manipulammutes after he called his attorn- tion, The men said they were to armament expenditures.
-0ey saying he wanted to give him. imprisoned on technicalities and
Seclusion For Safety
self up,
·primarily for extortion purposes.
The man believed to have given
Within hours of his capture, Prison officials warned them that
New
Orleans District Attorney
DeSalvo was taken to the maxi- they would be turned over to
mum security of Walpole State Viet Cong prisoners if they did Jim Garrison much of the information "or his investigation of
Prison.
not buy their way out of prison. P~·esident Kennedy's AssassinaThe 35-year-old ex-boxer, wear-0tion thas gone into seclusion for
ing a stolen sailor suit as a dissafety
reasons.
9
Cadets
Resign
guise, was arrested without a
Jack
Martin said that he feels
Nine
more
cadets
have
resignstruggle in a ·police uniform
store after one of his brothers ed from the Air Force Academy many more people may die bein the wake of the latest cheat- fore the investigation is over.
tipped off police.
Garrison has said that the only
DeSalvo had gone to the store ing scandal that has implicated
way
the conspirators could get
60
men.
That
makes
a
total
about
to make a phone call to his Ataway
was by suicide and for that
of
33
who
have
resigned
since
tomey F. Lee Bailey. Charles
the
scandal
was
revealed.
Barnim, an associate of Bailey's,
Meanwhile, Congressmen are
said Desalvo had phoned Bailey's
officer moments before he was questioning whether the honor ·
code at the Academy may be too
picked up to surrender.
strict.
though the cadets are
DeSalvo, admitted killer of 13
standing
by it and saying it is
women, tasted freedom for 30
hours after a daring escape from essential to the discipline of the
Bridgewater State Hospital-30 service school.
The code makes those cadets
miles south of Boston. He had
been confined there for life for who are aware of cheating just
The "Albuquerque Spring Moas guilty as those who cheat.
assaulting four Boston women.
bilization Committee to end the
-0~
VietNam War Now" was formed
Two other convicts who esca:Ped with him were picked up earliby a group of about one hundred
Powell To Face Penalties
er in Waltham, Massachusetts.
A majority of Congressional meeting Friday evening with EdDeSalvo, visibly relieved after members are ready to seat Adam ward Keating, publisher of Rambeing taken into custoday, said of Clayton Powell and then censure parts magazine.
his hours of freedom, "I didn't him with unprecedented penalties.
Keating is the west coast chairbother nobody and I never will.''
Powell's problems may not man of the Spring Mobilization
He said he fled the hospital to end in Congress.. The Justice Committee, a nationwide organcall public attention to his need Department is looking at records ization of war protestors. April
for psychiatric care.
to see if Powell committed a 15 bas been chosen as the cul-0criminal violation in his handling mination of the Mobilization, with
v·C Demonstrate
of public funds.
demonstrations, speeches, and
American troops continue their
There is strong opposition to protests in San Francisco and
drive into the heart of the Viet seating Powell at all, but it's un- New York.
Cong's jungle headquarters.
The Albuquerque committee
likely he'll lose his seat. Once
And in downtown Saigon-an seated, he'd lose his seniority, be plans a series of discussions, deestimated six-thousand Vietnam- brought before the Speaker for betes, and demonstrations and a
ese C a tho 1 i c demonstrators condemnation, and have to pay sequence of public statements, letmarched tonight in a torchlight the House 40-thousand dollars ters, and petitions for peace in
parade. They were protesting out of his salary.
VietNam.
against "everybody who wants to
And there still is no certainty
Committees of lawyers, engisell Vietnam out to the Viet that Powell will accept the pun- neers, teachers, religious leaders,
Cong."
ishment at all.
students, trade unionists, and
In the war-US Troops involv-0other interested. groups are beed in Operation Junction City re'No Strings On Funds
ing formed to participate in the
ported new evidence that the
Past presidents of the National Albuquerque mobilization.
jungles of war zone C held the Student Association said in a
Members of the coordinating
headquarters for the Communists .ioint statement today that they council of the Albuquerque Spring
in the south. Captured documents funds from the CIA if the Intel- Mobilization Committee are Tony
reported the recent presence of ligence Agency had imposed any Mares, working with students;
the Viet Cong's 272nd regiment, conditions.
Craig Edlund, contacting relithe unit which usually protects
-0!!'ious organizations; Ned Harper,
the Viet Cong Central Office
Summit Conference
trade unions; Barbara Gallagher,
Headquarters.
Unity in the western hemi- teachers; and Pete Gallagher,
-0sphere will come under close lawyers.
3 Americans Released
scrutiny this April during a sumOther committee members are
The South Vietnamese Govern- mit conference of President John- Jim Lewis, contacting UNM
ment has released three Ameri- son and 19 Latin American faculty members; Gil Bonem, Gail
can civilians from prison on the Chiefs of state.
Schmidt, and Sanford Abrams of
outskirts of Saigon after they
Foreign ministers of the 20 Citizens Acting for Peace; Bain
smuggled out letters saying they nations in the Organization of Bunting, conscientious objectors
were nentenced by a corrupt American States, now meeting in to the draft; and Jerome Simpcourt and lived in terror.
Buenos Aires, worked out broad son, editor of "Peace in the Sun."
The three men are Louis Fraz- details of the conference.
Interested persons are urged to
ier of Belmont, Massachusetts,
The Summit meeting is set for contact members of the coordinatCoy Bond of Canon City, Colo- April 12th to the 14th at Punta ing council.
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CONTRIBUTE TO THE IMAGE OF YOUR UNIVERSITY~!!
DON'T LET CLASSES BE YOUR ONLY INTEREST IN
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO. KUNM OPERATES
WITH A UNIVERSITY ORIENTED STAFF THAT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ALBUQUERQUE'S RADIO CONTACT
WITH OUR UNIVERSITY, AND THERE MAY· BE A PLACE
FOR YOq ON THE KUNM STAFF. OPENINGS EXIST IN
OUR PROGRAM, NEWS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS DEPARTMENTS FOR INTERESTED MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY
FAMILY. EXPERIENCE :tS NOT NECESSARY; KUNM WILL
TRAIN YOU; AND YOUR EXPERIENCE ON OUR STAFF CAN
LEAD TO PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT IN THE EXCITING
PROFESSION OF BROADCASTING. IF YOU ARE A UNM
STUDENT, STAFF OR FACULTY MEMBER, AND YOU'D LIKE
TO SPEND A FEW HOURS A WEEK IN A FASCINATING AND
CHALLENGING ACTIVITY, JOIN THE KUNM STAFF. CALL
277-4806, OR VISIT OUR STUDIOS IN THE NEW MEXICO
UNION. BUILD THE IMAGE FOR UNM WITH YOUR CAMPUS
RADIO STATION 90.1.
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reason ·he wouldn's reveal his
arrest timetable.
.
He said earlier that he believed
the death of pilot David Ferrie
was a suicide, though the coroner
says he thinks Ferrie, who was
mentioned in the Warren Report
died of natural causes.
'
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MR. G's

PIZZA
IS THE WORD

FRIDAY. MARCH 3. 1966

HUNT FOODS AND INDUSTRIES, INC.
representatives will be at

Editor Organizes
Anti-Wor Group

WHY IS MR. G'S

HUNTING

;

. Papa,.

'D'eSalvO Recaptured •tn Ma:ssachusefts

~

ATOMIC ENERGY DIVISION
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY

FISHING

.
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The Associated Women Students is currently working on a
proposal which, if approved by
Dean Whiteside, would extend
women's hours to 12 p.m. from
Tuesday to Thursday.
Still in the planning stage, the
proposal has not yet been formally
submitted for approval.
If accepted as it stands, the recommendation would eliminate
cultural specials and late permissions. Hours would remain at
10:30 p.m. Monday nights for
house meetings.
A questionaire is being drawn
up by A WS which will be distributed to women living in dormitories and sorority houses.
The results of the questionaire
will be used to determine how the
residents feel about the proposed
change in hours and will be submitted to the Dean along with
the proposal.

and Les Zavidil won first place
in the electrical engineering department. Terry Smith received
second honors for a servo control exhibit. A time control exhibit won third place for Jeff
Sells.

.

l'$W MEXICO LOBO

News Roundup

AWS Pion S,~,eks ··
To Improve Hours

' ·yc

Words

~Moilday, Febru•ry 27, 1961.

The University of New Mexico
to interview male graduates
in Bus. Admin., lib. Arts, Economics, and Mktg.
for SALES MANAGEMENT TRAINEE POSITIONS
(Make appointments at tho Plocement Center)

CONFIRMED RESERVATIONS
1/3 OFF
ON

HOLIDAY OR ANY DAY
TTA Youth Fare Identification Cards, for
young adults 12 to 22, permit unlimited
travel throughout the TTA six slate system
with confirmed reservations any day, any
flight, and at ~ off the regular applicable
one-way fare.
A Youth Fare Identification Card, good for
one year from dale of issuance, costs only
$10 and is honored by most other airlines,
apply today!
For information call your TTA College Sales
Manager.

Kirk Clark
842·8070

CLIP COUPON and mail with membership fee to:
Sales. Department, TTA
P. o; Box 60188,
Houston, Texas 77060

~-----------------~
Application For Youth Fare Identification Card
(PLEASE PRINT)

Applicant's Name
Address

Age

City

State

School Attending
Date of Birth

Height

Date of 22nd Birthday

Weight

Card No. Issued

Color Eyes
Date

Issued By

Color Hair
At

Exp. Date

Card Holder's Signature
Application Must Be Accompanied by $10.00
F.LY~
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STUDENTS' REVENGE

WIND-UP DOLLS have had their day; magazine hybrids
never got started ; "would you believe" has been run into
the ground-it's time for something new. A new rhetorical
pastime suggests itself-exams for the examined. "The examined" are those whose foibles are on the collective lip of
the nation. The exams are designed to represent those foibles.
The following are several to get the ball rolling:
The Hubert Humphrey exam: You start off with an original thesis, but end by repeating the lectures verbatim.
The Bob Dylan exam: Good answers, but you can't read
the handwriting.
The William Manchester exam: You have to cross out half
the essay.
The Warren Commission exam: Convincing at first glance,
but tends to fall apart on second reading.
The Stokely Carmichael exam: Most of the class flunks.
THE GEORGE HAMILTON III exam: You flunk the
exam, but get an "A" in the course.
The Adam Clayton Powell exam: You get caught cheating.
The TIME Magazine exam: Your style is entertaining,
but your content is distorted.
The Cassius Clay exam: You get sidetracked by answers
which have nothing to do with the course.
The Ronald Reagan exam: The same exam given jn two
different courses.
The Dean Rusk exam: You repeat the same answers over
and over again.
The Beatles exam: You scream as soon as you see it.
The Robert Kennedy exam: Pretty good, but not nearly
as good as the last one.
The Johnny Carson exam: The professor interrupts you
every ten minutes for further instructions.
THE GEORGE ROMNEY exam: You decline to answer
the most difficult questions.
The Students for a Democratic Society exam: You attack
the professor's sex life.
The Bill Moyers exam: You shoot your bolt on the first
two questions and leave early.
The Marshall McLuhan exam: Returned with a large question mark.
The LSD exam: You take twelve hours to finish it and
two days to recuperate.
The New York City exam: You can't pull any of your
answers together.
The Charles de Gaulle exam: You announce to the class
that you don't want to take it.
The George Wallace exam: Your girlfriend takes it for
you.
THE BERKELEY EXAM: You rip up the paper three
times and try to start again.
The draft exam: You try to cut the class.
The Richard Nixon exam: You give ten different answers
to each question.
The Martin Luther King exam: You use the same technique as on the last test but it doesn't work.
The General Ky exam: You keep asking for more time.
The Jimmy Hoffa exam: You didn't know the material
on the others either, but this is the one you flunk.
-The Carolinean, University of
North Carolina at Greensboro

LETTERS
CLARIFIES ROLE IN ACOHR
DISPUTE
Dear Editor:
I wish to clarify my role in the
dispute involving the Action Committee on Human Rights.
L;:~st semester I was asked to be
ACOHR's faculty advisor. I saw
my role as advisor to be a continuation of my activities of last
year at the University of California. That was, in student programs dealing with community
problems, so I accepted the position.
At the first ACOllR meeting
which I attended I was told by one
of the students that up to then
the advisor's function had been
only ''to sign papers." I got the
impression that some students
wished this arrangement to continue. llowever, I expressed my
desire to contribute substantively
to the organization.
It was clear to me that if
ACOllR wished to work on the
problems of the community the
group would have to involve, in
a meaningful way, a broader
spectrum of students than were
at that time involved. Students
from the areas of the community
which were tp be effected by AC·
OHR~s programs, I felt should
also take part in the efforts. ACOHR had a bad image among such
students, and it was my hope to
work with the members to modify
its image so that more students
would want to participate. For
various reasons I was unsuccessful in this effort.
ACOHR has been hampered
by a lack of cohesion and structure. The looseness of structure
aggravated the splits that had
developed in ACOHR. Members
could work on programs without
a clear consensus, In some cases,
several members, including the
chairman and secretary, were opposed to certain activities. I was
not informed about the activities
of certain members of the group
and no effort was made by these
individuals to inform me. My inquiries were often met by the
claim that these activities were
"too complex" to describe.
I wish to make some points
very clear: 1. I was not personally
critical of anyone in ACOHR in
my comments to the LOBO. I said
only that more thought to consensus and cohesion should be given
by all members.
2. I resigned of my own accord.
It became clear to me that my
effectiveness as advisor was minimal as ACOHR is presently constituted, and I saw no way of effecting changes to better the situation although I had tried. 3. I
never used the term "Mexican" in
my remarks to the LOBO since I
know that "Spanish-American" is
generally accepted in New Mexico. Some Spanish-American students prefer the term "MexicanAmerican" or simply ''Mexican"
since they consider "SpanishAmerican" to be patronizing. I
am sure at least one of these students used ''Mexican" in comments to the LOBO, The interpre·
tation of Mexican as Mexican Na·
tiona! on the part nf some students served only to emotionally
becloud the issue and in fuy opinion this was the intent.
I think ACOHR has a great potential, but before tl1ls potential
can be realized some changes
must be made. The chairman's
role must be clarified and his
position respected. The role of
the faculty advisor in all student

TO THE
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Foreign Festival PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS
Set for March 5

EDITOR

organizations, not just ACOllE.,
must be more clearly defined.
More thought must be given to
continuity of activity over the
years. This implies a necessary
strengthening of ACO:a&'s structure and a clearer statement of
purpose. Broader student participation is needed. Finally, perhaps
a little humility on everyone's
part would not hurt any.
E.ichard J. Griego
GRIEGO DIDN'T RESIGN TO
LAMM
Dear Editor:
Dr. Richard Griego did not resign from his position o~ Faculty
Advisor to ACO:a& to accord
with the wishes or request of
Terry Lamm. Dr. Griego had already announced his intent to resign to me as ACOHR Chairman
before communicating his voluntary resignation to Lamm during
a phone conversation. I myself
informed· both the Business office
and the Activities. Center Secretary o£ the Associated Students of
Dr. Griego's resignation, at his request, before learning of the
phone conversation with Lamm.
Incidentally, let it be understood that Larnm holds no authority to ask for anyone's resignation

in the name of ACOHR until a
majority of the general membership of ACOHR-not only the
Larnrn
clique--concurs,
uppn
motion, at a publicly announced
ACOHR meeting.
The statement that I "recruited" Dr. Griego without the group's
consent is a witting untruth. Both
Lamm and Zachmeyer (among
others) were present at the ACOHR meeting when I suggested
Dr. Griego as a possible faculty
adviser and agreed, with the verbally expressed approval of Lamm
and the concurrence of all members, to approach Dr. Griego to
ask his services. Prior to this
week's imprudent and impudent
comments by Lamm in the LOBO
no ACOllR member had expressed
dissatisfaction with the selection
of Dr. Griego; although it is true
that Lamm continued to express
his long standing conviction that
no faculty member is worth more
•.han his signature on papers
needed by the organization,
The allegation that I head or
represent an "attempt by radicals
from the left to regiment the
group" (ACOHR) I consider too
absurd to even condemn as libel.
Most sincerely,
Thomas Stuart

®ltlt !1.1\N :H®PP£

"The International Festival has
all the ingredients of being the
bip-gest show ever staged on campus," said John Bakas, President
of the International Club.
A full house is expected at the
Concert Hall, March 5, for the
performance which is being stagged in co-operation with the members of the International Club.
A flea market, in the lobby of
the Concert Hall, has been planned
as an international showing of
arts and crafts representative of
the countries that members of the
club come from.
At precisely 7 p.m. the curtain
will rise-and the audience will
find themselves in Saudi Arabia
as guests in the tent of a sheik.
Dignitaries from Norway, Greece,
Spain, France, Africa, India,
Latin America and Israel are to
perform the songs and dances of
their native countries for the
sheik, his harem, and the audience.
Tickets are available at the
Union ticket booth at $1 for students, $1.25 general admission,
and $1.50 for reserved seats.

SUPER-JUGGLER (BUT NOT IN VAIN).

CLASS

OF
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MEET THE CHALLENGE OF

EG&G
Albuquerque, New Mexico- Las Vegas,
Nevada- San Ramon, California- Santa
Barbara, California
Exciting growth positions for Engineers &
Scientists. Unlimited potential, diversified
assignments, superb facilities and services
in a stimulating professional environment.
Investigate E G & G now!
Personal interviews here

Listen to KUNM
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Panel Discussion

·The Unforgettable
Richard M. Who?

Law School Schedules Progr(lm
For Interested Undergraduates

By AUTHUR HOPPE
San FrancU.co CMonicltJ

The insiders say that Mr. Nixon has practically got the GOP Presidential nomination sewn up. Again. .
For one thing, as Newsweek magazine has pointed out, Mr. Nixon's
dark beard doesn't show up on color television and more than half the
nation's sets will be in living color by 1968. For another, Mr. Nixon's
beard should be pretty white by then.
Of course the insiders also point out that by 1968 a vast majority
of the elect~rate will be young whippersnappers who won't know Mr.
Nixon from a bale of hay. We can only envision the crucial effect this
low recognition factor will have on the outco!lle..
. .
Scene: A middle class, middle of the road, mid?lmg hvmg room. Dad,
Mom and their son, who has just reached votmg age, are gathered
around the color television set.
Dad: Say, isn't that old Dick Nixon 1
Mom: It couldn't be, dear. He has pink cheeks.
Son: Who's Rick Nixon 1
.. .
Dad: lle must've gotten a new makeup man. I wonder 1f they ever
found the body of the old one?
Son: What makeup man 1
.
,
Mom: I guess you can't say any more, though, that you wouldn t buy
a used car from that man.
Son: Does he sell used cars?
Dad: Well, I never did like him, but I don't know why. It's been that
way ever since the Helen Gahagan Douglas campaign.
Son: Helen who?
Morn: Now you're being unfair, dear. He's always been cleaner than
a hound's tooth.
Son: That's a funny expression.
Dad: Ugh, that Checkers speech! It turned my stomach.
Son: Is he an authority on checkers?
Mom: But you'll have to admit his integrity has never been questioned
since.
Dad: What about the Hughes Joan?
Son: Who's llughes ? What's wrong with loaning him money?
Mom: I think he waged a very clean, high-level comeback campaign
against Pat Brown.
Son: Pat Brown? Oh, sure. That's the fellow Ronnie Reagan beat by
a .million votes.
Dad: What about his farewell address? "Don't forget, you won't have
Dick Nixon to kick around any more." Hah!
Son: Who won't? Why would anyone want to? Will someone please
explain? I want to be well informed on the candidates.
Dad (apologetically): I'm sorry son. I guess I got carried away. But
when I think of what a shallow, untrustworthy, posturing, insincere,
falsely humble .•..
Son: Please, Dad, don't get off on President Johnson again. I want to
hear about this new fellow, Rick Nixon.
So you can see how Mr. Nixon's chances are going to be radically
affected by the fact that almost an entire new generation of the electorate has grown up 'With no preconceptions whasoever about his personality, his Pat, his pets and his past.
But let's not go out on a limb. He's got liabilities, too.

The UNM School of Law has
scheduled an informational program Tuesday night, Feb. 28, for
undergraduate students who are
considering the study of law.
The program will begin at 7:30
in the moot court room of the
School of Law's Bratton lla1l,
1915 Roma NE.
Professors William :a. Huber,
Willis H. Ellis, and Frederick M.
Hart will serve as a panel discussing various aspects of legal
education and opportunities and
will answer questions.
Prof. Huber is director of the
UNM University College and is
on the faculty of the College of
Business Administration. lle is
a graduate of the Ohio State Law
School and a member of the New
Mexico and Ohio Bars.
Profs. Ellis and Hart are UNM
law school faculty members.
Huber will discuss "pre-legal
education." Ellis' topic will be
"opportunities in the law," and
llart will discuss "the admission

SOUTHWEST

200 THIRD Nw

FEBRUARY 27

U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

-~ EGc..G INC. "

ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR

practices and policies of law
schools."
All interested persons are invited and reservations are not necessary.
Refreshments will be served
and there will be opportunity for
informal discussions with the
panel members.
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Examining prouuce in an open-air marketplac~ in Lisbon is Of!e way to broaden o_n~·s know!-.
edge of the ways of the Portuguese pe?ple. These girls f~und explonng the markets of cities aroun~
the world a relaxing change from stud1es undertaken durmg a semester at sea on Chapman Colleges
floating campus-now called World C~mpus Afloat. .
.
Alzada Knickerbocker of Knoxv11Ie. Tennessee.-m the pl;:~1d dress-returned from the studytravel semester to complete her senior year in English at Radcliffe Colle~e. .
Jan Knippers of Lawrenceburg. Tennessee, a graduate ~f t~e Umvcrs.tty of Tenn.essee. and a
former Peace Corps Volunteer, first pursued graduate studtes m lnter~au~mal Relations and returned a second semester as a teaching assistan't in Spanish on the world·cJrch ng campus.
. .
Students live and attend regular classes aboard the s.s. RYNDAM, owned by the ECL Sh1pp_1~g
Co. of Bremen for which the Holland-America Line acts as general passenger agent. In-port actiVIties are arranged to supplement courses taught aboard ship.
As you read this, the spring semester voyage of discovery is carrying 450 undergraduate and
graduate students through the Panama Canal to call at ports in Venezuela. Brazil. Argentina, Nigeria,
Senegal, Morocco, Spain. Portugal. The Netherlands. Denmark and Great Britain, returning to New
YorkMay25.
Next fall World Campus Afloat-Chapman College will take another 500 students around the
world from New York to Los Angeles and in the spring. a new student body will journey from
Los Angeles to ports on both west and east coasts of South America, in western and northern
Europe and as far east as Leningrad before returning to New York.
For a catalog describing how you can include a semester aboard the RYNDAM in your educational plans, fill in the information below and mail.

Christian Athletes
The Fellowship of Christian
Athletes, a non-denominational
organization for college athletes
and coaches, will meet Thursday,
March 2, at 8:0 p.m., in room 128
of Johnson Gym. All UNM athletes and coaches are cordiaBy
invited to attend.

Wednesday Dance
The Striders will perform at
this week's Wednesday night
dance in the Union Ballroom at
8 p.m. Admission is 25 cents. Girls
are requested not to wear slacks.

r----------------------------,1 .·

1 ~-- World Campus Afloat, Director of Admissions

·.

1 ~ Chapman College
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SHOWN IN TH~ GARDEN ~CENE from "Much Ado About Nothing" are (from left): Daryn Brent as
Hero, John Breslm as Ben':,dlck, and Sharon Hall as Beatrice. The National Shakespeare Company will
present a Sh~kespeare festival on campus today and tomorrow. The troupe is the country's only crosscountry tourmg company and has received enthusiastic response from audiences for several years
Concert. Hall Director William J. Martin said last week that the group was organized to bring. quality.
productions of drama to schools and communities.

lambda Chi Elects

Over I 00 Names

PetitionCompiled BackingJNSIGHT Eight New Officers

A petition supporting the IN.
SIGHT magazine's course evaluation was received by ASUNM
Legislative assistant Larry Wells
last week.
The petition containing over a
hundred names actively-supported
the evaluation and called for the
program to be maintained and expanded in the future.
The petition says that the magazine is "valuable" to the student

~
~

t
I

I

body. Backers of the petition conEight new officers have been
sider the right to criticism of the
in Lambda Chi Alpha
elected
Pl'?fessors at UNM highly merit;,
fraternity
for the coming two
onous and would consider restri~'
tion of that right a "disservice" semesters at UNM.
Fred Roach of Albuquerque
to the campus community.
While the petitioners note mis- and Kent Swigard of San Frantakes in the latest edition, they cisco took the positions of presiconsider all criticism accorded dent and vice-president. The ofprofessors was wholly deserved in fices of secretary, rush chairman,
all particulars noted in the pub- social chairman, and pledge trainer went respectively to Weldon
lication.

The Peace Corps
W~shington. 0. C. ~0525
D Please s~nd me informat.ro",
0 Please send me an application.

\·

Address: _ _ _ _ _ __

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

CitY-~··-----

State _ _ _ z;p Code-

-----

~I

"BUILDERS OF TOMORROW'S HOSPITALS TODAY"
With a 90 million dollar annual program of
new constructi~n and ll'lajor modernization projects.

on lfOUr COURSES with .••
Barnes & Noble Educational Paperbacks

·j
1.

l

V. A. REPRESENTATIVES WILL INTERVIEW AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28,1967

COLLEGE

OUTLINES

and

EVERYDAY HANDBOOKS
including

ENGINEERS (Civil, Electrical, & Mechanical)
and ARCHITECTS ••••
. • • For Planning, Design, and Management Engineering Positions in Washington; D.C.

ENGINEERS (Civil, Electrical, & Mechanical)
• • . For Construction Supervision and Hospital Maintenance Engineering
positions at many locations, nationwide.

See Placement Officer for Literature and interview schedule • . •
Equality in Employment for these Federal Career positions . • • U.S. Citizen·
ship required • . . Experienced personnel also sought fer similar positions
in Washington, D.C., and a few other' locations • . . Come ond learn about
advancement prospects BEYOND the initial entry salary of $644 for the B or'
better average students on the Bachelor's level.

bRAMA
ECONOMICS
EDUCATION
ENGINEERING
ENGLISH

ETIQUEnE
GOVERNMENT
HANDICRAFTS
. I HISTORY
!lANGUAGES
· • MATHEMATICS
· i MUSIC
1 PHILOSOPHY

POLITICAL SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGY
RECREATIONS
SCIENCE
SOCIOLOGY
SPEECH
STUDY AIDS

' !

av~rage
:. !

price $1 .SO

assoe1ated
stttdents
bookstore
l
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Available only from

SWINGER'S

The UNM wrestling team lost
WHY IS MR. G'S
ENTERPRISES
to Northel'n Arizona University
18-17 Saturday after having to
P.O. BoxMM
$3,00 PJ:ld·
(Editor's Note: 'l'his is the second a boy has to have a good educa· forfeit in the 130- and 137-pound
tion
.in
economics
to
take
care
Gallup, New Mex. 87301
in a series of four articles by
classes because of injuries.
SO GOOD?
LOBO Associate Editor Jeff Den· of his fortune.
The
final
match-the
heavyAt the Univm·sity of New Mex·
nard on athletes' grades.)
ico when the incoming: freshmen weight division-gave NAU its
By JEFF DENNARD
athletes arrive they have pre- win when John Therrell got a 3-ll
The major courses of study arranged schedules made out by decision over New Mexico's Mike
NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
pursued by young men in college tlH! athletic department. Of the Wilson.
298-1828
89 Winrock Center
New Mexico is now 3-11 for the
range over a wide Val'iety of 30 new comel'S this year, only
Childrens' Books
fields. But when people think of three were interested in major- yea1' after losing to Arizona 25-6
fiction and Nonfiction
Friday. Floyd Shade, the top
college athletes, almost without ing in physical education.
Bargains
Paperbacks
At the University of Michigan Lobo g~·appler, won his 177 pound
fail their thoughts go to the field
it was discovered that the num- class.
of physical education,
1For many years the amused im- ber of athletes 111ajoring in phys·
age of the college athlete has ical education had dwindled to a
been one of n dumb kid who has lowly five per cent of the athletes.
to be enrolled as a P.E. major in 'rhel'e as at UNM the reason was
order to stay in school. Now the a combination of P.E. becoming
harder and the new move of to·
lnughter should subside.
P .E. is a difficult and respect- day's generation of college stuable study. The general public dents toward a broader education
would probably be surprised to fol' their future security.
find out that not only are physical education majors few and far
• %• •.
I
between among the college athi
letes of today, but that those who
are P.E. majors are studying in a
hard field.
Not Many In P.E.
At UNM t}).e number of athletes
Dr• A. L. Rowse, a leading aumajoring in physical education is thority on Elizabethan England
22 out of 233, The sports with the and Shakespeare, will speak in
greatest number of P.E. majors the Ballroom of the New Mexico
are track and baseball, each of Union at 4:15 p.m. today. His
which has seven. The sports with subject will be "The Real Shake·
SAM CARNES, BBA '66, CML Agent, reviews the
STEVE BACCHUS, BBA '66, A$sodated S!Udenls
the leaat number majoring in speare." This lecture will be open
sovings of a Tax Sheltered Annuily with Tracy
Treasurer discusses with John Watson, BBA '67.
P.E. are cross-country, golf, to the public :free of charge,
Murray, professor of economiC$.
CML Agent, the benefits of a guaranteed inswimming, and tennis, none of
Dr. Rowse is a Fellow of All
surability agreement.
which have any P.E. majors.
Souls,
Oxford and also a Senior
The football team is where the
largest number of P.E. majors Fellow of the Huntington Library
SUCCESS comes early to some young men. If you are going to succeed pe~haps
would be e:xpected if the image in California. He is well known
you should discuss with your CML agent why a young man should own msurof the muscle headed kid was to fot• his books on Elizabethan Eng·
land,
which
includes
"The
Eng•
stand up. At UNM there are only
ance •.. purchased from a quali1y company.
two physical educntion majors on land of Elizabeth/' "The E:xpansion of Elizabethan England,"
OR, you might like to join our Sales and Sales Manogement team. All are college
the team.
and "The Elizabethans and
Hard Study
graduates. Last year they averaged over $16,000 apiece! Interviews, March 2
"Physical education is not the America."
easy course of study it used to
and 3 in Placement Bureau.
In recent years Dr< Rowse has
be," says Pete McDavid, athletic turned to literary subjects and
INTERVIEWS
director at UNM. "We find now bas written biographies of Christhat boys are shying away from topher Marlowe and William
MARCH2&3
• CML Founded 1846
majoring in P.E. not because of Shakespeare. The latter book has
the poor image it once created, provoked a lively controversy
but rather because it is fast be- among students of the Shakecoming one of the harder fields spearean sonnets.
of study."
Ike Singer, athletic coordinator at UNM said, "Majoring in
P.E. is getting harder and not
just because of the tough biology
courses the kids have to take. You
should see some of the classes
taught in this athletic departTwo contactora have been given
ment. Some of those theory and to the UNM department of elecpractice courses are really hard trical engineering. Giving the
and just because a boy is an ath- gift was Walter Dolde, a reprelete doesn't mean that he is going sentative of Allen-Bradley, the
to have an easy go from the
n\anufacturing company.
coaches teaching the class.''
The equipment is used to open
More in B.A.
and
•(\lose electrical circuits, funcMore and more athletes are
tioning
as electrically-actuated
turning to the 1ields of business
switches.
administration and arts and sciDr.! Donald Thorn, a professor
ences. There are over 160 young
athletes at UNM now majoring in the department, said tbe equipln either business or some field ment will be used as a protective
device to make the power lab
jobs witlt the better salaries ..• aud the betin the arts. and sciences.
A small education is something you can't
Paul Bryant, head football safer. The electrical power lab is
futlll'es, too.
laugh off. It's the biggest handicap you'll evet terSo
if you're b1 school now , , , stay there 1
coach and director of athletics at being redesigned, and the two conhave .. , today, tomorrow, the day nftet' to- Leam all yon can for us long us you can. If
will
have
a
definite,
and
tactor!l
the UniV'ersity of Alabama, ex·
monow, and ('t>i'l'l/ dny of yom· working life. you're out of school, you can still get lots of
plnined the situation at his school great, value in safety there.
And it's n funny thing. People wh? really valuable tl'uininp; outside the classroom. Just
as such, "Much like at. your school
stay witll it nnd get n good educahon are call on the Youth Counselor at your State
(UNM) here at Alaban1a we hnve
often seen laughing all the w:1y to the bunk. Employment Service. Or visit a Youth Oppor·
more young men going into some
It's no joke. Tu get u good job today, you tunity Centel', which has been set up in many
field of economics or business.
need a good education. A good education is cities
to help you.
'!'hey seem to be more aware of
the numbet·-one requirement for the better
the future and want more :f1•om
the futut·e than kids of a :few
years back/'
Bryant Jokes
Bryant jokingly ndded that with
the big salttries football play(ll'S
are getting from the pros now

PIZZA
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To get a good job, get a good education
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It's a r~ol cPol

See how funny it is when you can't get a good-paying job.}
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Whot is this Swinger's
Chick tis!?

IThink school is a laugh?

.
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OLPTOWN

Equipment is a Gift
To EE Department

OVER 140 TITLES IN A WIDE RANGE OF SUBJECTS
ANTHROPOLOGY
ART
BUSINESS

\

Indian Jewelry

Shakespeare Expert
WiiJ Lecture Today

THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

I

Lose 18-17, 25-6

The executive council of the
AFL-CIO has turned thumbs
down on administration requests
for moderation in contract demands this year.
Saying that high prices have
nullified the buying power of
wot•kers, the Federation Council
endorsed all attempts of unions
, to gel! 'jeconomic justice" for1
their members.
The statement is in direct conflict with an earlier report by the
President's economic advisors
that higher wages will just make
inflation worse.
At its meeting in Miami Beach,
however, the AFL-CIO Council
contended corporation earnings
and an expanding economy would
allow wage hikes without raising
price levels.

Rodeo Club wiU meet Wednes•
day at 8 p.m. in Room 231C of
the Union,

I

Published os a public scrvtce In cooper..

attOn w1th Thl' Adverl•smg Counc1l.
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Pat Cox ran a. 2:13.8 in the
1000-yard·r\ln for another stadiunl record. George Scott added
the other with a 1:10.9 clocking
in the two mile. Scott finished
second in the mile with the same
time that winning teammate Web
Loudat had-4:16.2.
Clark Mitchell qualified for the
NCAA indoor meet in Detroit in
the 600. Jon Caffey also qualified
for the NCAA with 15-0 polevault.
Nebraska records came in the
GOO and the mHe relay,

Grapplers Drop
Student Athletes U.2 Weekend.
Tests
Seldom Study PE

Can a young girl
college graduate
from the
Middle West find
happiness in The
Peace Corps?

Fostel' Clovis, N.M., Gary Ey Mt.
Palaski, Ill., Tom Rutledge Anchorage, Ala,, and Warren Laffey
St. Louis, Mo.
The new fraternity treasurer
is Chuck Evans from San Diego,
California, and Manuel Durago
from Douglas, Arizona is the
ritualist.

NEWS BRIEFS

J

Nebraska Sneaks by Wolfpack
Nebras'ka edged New Mexico three of hill best men i~ Alb\lquer·
by two and one-half points in a que with injuries. Sprinter Rene
triangular meet in Lincoln Satur- Matison is making suN a leg in·
day as five indoor stadium rec- jury suffered in the WAC Indoor
ords were broken and two others Invitation heals properly and
Steve Caminiti and Mike Thorntied,
ton
also stayed home.
The Cornhuskers won the last
New
Mexico got three of the
event of the meet-the mile relay.
stadium
records and Neb~·aska
Before that event they had lead
two,
UNM
had seven firsts com.
UNM 5St}~-58, The final victol'Y
gave them the 63%-61 win, leav- pared to six for the Cornhuskers.
UNM's George Lough1•idge high
ing them undefeated in 1967.
jumped
6-10 for one of the stadiIowa State was third with
um
records
but failed three times
27% points in the three-way comat
7-0,
a
height
he cleared when
pletition.
the
6-10
marlc.
passing
UNM coach Hugh Hackett left
~----

TWO PLAYERS in the Na•
ti(mal Shakespeare Company,
Charles Cragin (right) as Hamlet and John Breslin as Claudius, are shown in a scene from
"Hamlet." Concert Hall Director
William J, Martin announced
last week that tickets are still
availble for the evening per•
formances of "Hamlet" tonight
and "Much Ado About Nothing"
tomorrow night at 8:15 p.m. in
the Concert Hall.

. ,.
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Lobos Run Past Utes, 64-56

Rowse said Shakespeare's
show that be must have been a
Protestant.
Identities Learned
Using external historical evid
·
·
. ence and internal evidence
1n the sonnets themselves, Dr.
Rowse said, he has learned the
identities of
famous "young
man" in Shakespeare's sonnets.
Historians can make so "silly
conjectu1•es" about the identity of
the
da1·k lady
because
there
no
historical
evidence
about
ht;Jr,isonly
references in the sonnets, he sai'd,
Dr. Rowse said that topical references in the sonnets relate them
to two narrative poems written
by Shakespeare from 1592 to
1594. In addition the long poems
and the s(lnnets ~ontain evr'dence
that they we1·e written during the
great plague in England during
these years. Theaters were closed
and Shakespeare was probably

;e

GIVES FREE
COFFEE REFILLS

Less than four and one-half
months old, the new Concert Hall
at UNM has already been the
scene of 50 programs.
The 50,000th patron, W. S.
Squire of Albuquerque was singled out and given a packet of
tickets for several coming events
by William J. Martin, Concert
Hall dire.ctor.
Events, attended by an average
of more than & thous&nd persons,
have ranged from Ja~z stars,
through barbershop singing, and
a symphony to a representation
of G. Bernard Shaw.

~or{~ ~orced to find another source o:f

wolrkds of Shakespeat•e can be
so
h by simple common sense
~n s. ould.not .be com.plicated by
1gnormg hIS t o~1c~1 ev1dence, Dr.
A.. L. Rowse saJd m a speech here
Monday afternoon
D R
th · h
eral\t owse, e a;ut o; of sev. · :f1 ~~?-rY and htstorJCal stud1't · 12:abethan
said
. a } er~ture must be studied in
~Jstor1~al contex~ and called
or . a ~fu1tful marr1age of these
. lS
. to reduce the his·
.MY WISh
toriCa.l
of Shakespeare's
w k t pr_?blems
1
~r
0 Simp e common sense," he
said.
J?r.
pointed out that histo~1cal lltUdJes and logical reasonJng solved the old problem of
Shakespea.re's religious
affiliation.
Th
f
1
. e ?pen1.ng o a l Protestant
:Vllls !n Eltzabethan England was
~dentlcal, and the same opening is
m Shakespeare's will. In addition

MR. G'S PIZZA

50 Programs Given
In New Concert Hall

~~s t

England~
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th~

st~,dies.

DISCOUNTS TO UNM
STUDENTS & FACULTY

·Louis Vratt'os
Jewelers

Rows~

Expert on Swiss and
American Watches
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Man Referred To
Dr. th
Rowse believes
that around
lth
1592
.
e wea Y young Earl of
Southampton became Shakespeare's literary patron, and is the
"young man" so mysteriously referred to in the sonnets.
Dr. Rowse strongly denied suggestions that the Earl of Southampton and Shakespeare had a
homosexual relationship. On the
contrary, he said, Shakespeare
wrote
the sonnets
in anto attempt
to convince
the Earl
marry.
"William Shakespeare was not a
homosexual,'' he said.
Dedication Written
Shakespeare's sonnets were
bl' h d. · 160
pu IS written
e m
9 with
dedication
by
the a printer,
Thomas Th<lrpe, wishing luck to
''the only begetter of these ensuing sonnets, MI·s. w. H," The.
identity of this "begettel'" has

, :. ""'""'·"

. ;;)··]~\·\ ,)! .

ii\V·

..............- . -.. .. . :. . . . . ..............

New Mexico picked up its 18th
win of the season and broke a
four game loosing streak to Utah
with a 64-56 victory over the
Ff3dskins at University Arena
Saturday night.
Mel Daniels and Don Hoover
led the way for the. NIT hopeful
Lobos. Daniels took game scoring
honors with 22 points, 13 of those
in the first half of play and pulled
down seven rebounds.
Hoover kept the ball away from
the pressing Utah defense in the

r .

all of the 13,866 fans and the
Lobo bench to their feet.
Sanford turned toward Gardner once and then returned to
play after he thought better o:f
it.
Insured Third Place
UNM is now 5-4 in league play
and Utah is 3-5, insuring the
Lobos of a third place finish in
WAC play. Wyoming took a half
game lead in conference play
Saturday by handing Brigham
Young its second ·straight road
loss.

Rodeo Club
Rodeo Club will meet Wednesday at 8 p.m. in Room 231C of
the Union.

Wednesday, March 1, 1967

Orders To Go.

!!I•

By United Press Internati<mal
MERIDIAN, 1\fiss.-Nincteen
men have been indicted in the
1964 slaying of three civil rights
workers near Philadelphia, Miss.
The 19, including a sheriff and
an alleged Ku Klux Klan lender,
arc accused of conspiracy. All
but one were arraigned in 1\leriM
dian, Missil!sippi, :fingerprinted,
then released on five-thousand
dollars bond each.
-0Johnson Asks for
91 .Million Extra
WASHINGTON -· President
Johnson has asked Congress for
an c,.'tra 91-million dollars yes·
terday to push work on atomic·
powe1·ed rocket stages to help

''
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closing minutes of the game while
scoring 10 straight points to keep
the game out of reach for the
Utes.
Eight Points For Hoover
Of Hoover's 10 points, eight of
them came on free throws as he
hit eight of ten in the final minutes of play. He had one neld
goal just before Utah began fouling in and attempt to get the ball.
In that same period of time
when the Lobos were scoring 10
Utah could manage only three.
They had pulled to within five
points of the Lobos before Hoover
had his best night of the year
at the charity line.
Daniels scored the first six
points of the game against the
man-to-man Utah defense before
the Redskins could score on a free
throw. Mel then hit for four more
points and Bill Morgan added two
before the Utes tallied their first
field goal with a little less than
seven minutes gone in the game.
Nelson At His Best
Ron Nelson had one of his best
nights of the year defensively as
he held the Western Athletic
C~nference's leading scorer, Mer·
vm Jackson, to 11 points-10 under his average.
Nelson was the only other player besides Daniels and Hoover to
score in double figures. He hit for
12 as did Hoover.
Morgan got into foul trouble
early in the first half as did Daniels later on. They both silt out
much of the first stanza with
:Howie Grimes, Ron Stanford, and
Ed Burwitz taking over their
chores.
Sanford Had 4 Points
Sanford hit for silC points and
grabbed five rebounds in the time
he saw action. Burwitz couldn't
find the range and Gdmes hit for
four, and also pulled down seven
rebounds.
The only really tense moment
of the game was when Sanford
made .a leaping save of a. stray
ball and :tell into the lap of Utah
coach Jack Gardner. Gardner
kicked Sanford in the leg and
shoved him off his lap bringing

Wyoming is now 7-2 and BYU
6-2. But to hang onto the lead
Wyoming will have to beat UNM
here next Saturday and that is a
task that no team has accom·
plished this season. New Mexico is
the final game for the Cowboys
and BYU faces the two Arizona
teams in Provo next week.

Popeioy, Others
Request Money

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

WANT ADS
C,LASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65¢---4 times, $2.M. Insertion&
must be submitted by noon on day before
P.ublication to Room 159, Student Publica·
ttons Building, <>r telephone 277·400Z or
277-4102.

FORSAL'E
BLACK MGB '66 fot slllo. Red f\berglaaa
top, radio, wire wheels. Must sell. Phone
268-7021. 2/20, 22. 23, 24.
G. :E. UNIT with Gerrard AT-60 changer
AM·:FM MPX radio. Sony 250 Ster..i
tan• derk - both with needed cords. See
a.t HI-FI House. .2/24, 27, 3/1.
STEltEO, not working, plu• """" tor sale.
Contact Miss Joe Goodyear. Hokona. Hall
274 Zia. 2-22, 28, 24, 27,
'
FOR SALE: 1966 Plymouth, 'V'S, Std.,
new tires, new Jmint. $200,00 or best
ofl'er, 450 Maple NE. Phone 247·3192.
2/27, 3/1, 2.

!'OR li.ENT
EFFICIENCY aParbnents, 1 block west of
UNM, $79.GO to $85.00 all utllltles paid.
Some with improventents. Furnished olf•
otreet parking. Call Sam Cooper, '266·
8571, eves. 842-8280. Calrd-Nonill Realty.
2/6, 9, 10.
LARGE aPllrtment, 2 bedroom, new {nrll·
iohlngs, efficiency kltehen. All utllltlt!!t ill~
eluded. C..ll SliD\ Cooper, 265·8571, eva
842·8280, C•ird•Norrls Realty. 2/6, p, 10:
HELP WANTED

ALL OF YOU GIRLS who have just been
dying to have either Steve Hellm•n or
Druce Sankey . ask rou out, send l/OUr
naml'• phone number 01nd qUllllftatlons
to etther of us e/o Fljj House, 1700 LU
Lomas NE. 2/21, 3/1, 2, 3,
PART time opportunity fl>l" 111!1!relllliVe'
college ~student. Not 8eUing. Call Ameti·
cpa's Largeot Wedding' Gift Service.
hone. 265-6969, 2/27, 3/1, 2.
SERVICES

TtPEWRITER sales A oervlcai, all
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By BOB STOREY
Members of the Action Committee on Human Rights were
instructed yesterday by the Sen-

News Roundup

Try them in a Basket with Fries or Onion Rings

These U.S. Air Force officers are
getting what they want out of life.
You can be one of them.

I

I!

.What ~re they doing? They are performing
a JOb of Importance. Hour after hour. Year
after year. Many of them will serve for 20 or
mor~ years. The fruitful part of a man's life.
W11l yours be fruitful and creative?
Or just spent?
You're going to college to do something
constructive, important. And you can be sure
of it, in the U.S. Air Force.
Start now in the Air F'orce ROTC program
on your .campus. Your Professor of Aerospace Studies will . explain the variety of
career opportunities. Pilbt. Navigator. Engineering. Science. Administration.
If you get tn on it, you get paid to be part
of the most exciting technological breakthroughs of all time. You'll become a leader
an officer in one of America's most vitat'
organizations ... t~e U. S. Air Force.
You can be part of the Aerospace Age
when things are most exciting ••. at the begin~

ning. While you serve your country. the
whole universe will open up to you. '
There's a 2-year Air Force ROTC program,
and the 4-year program has new attractive
scholarship provisions.
lots of men waste their working years
But___.
you
don't have
______
_____
_ to be one of them. ·

-----------,
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II UNITED
STATES AIR FORCE
Box A, Dept; RCP-72
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Randolph Atr Force Base, Texas 78148
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UNM president Tom :Popejoy
has delivered an open letter to
the New Mexico legislature urg~
ing them to refrain from approving "a level of support so inadequate as to do permanent and
severe damage to higher education in New Mexico.''
The letter was jointly written
by Popejoy and the presidents of
the six other state institutions of
higher learning.
Rccommendaioit Short
The level recommended by "the
governor's financial spokesman"
is $2,850,000 short of the proposed
appropriations recommended by
the Board of Educational Finance.
Popejoy told the LOBO last
night that "even the level recommended by the BEF is greatly
inadequate, and the proposed cut
would be ridiculous.''
The text of the letter is printed
on page two of today's LOBO.
Charge "Failure"
Popejoy and the others remarked that "we believe that
there has been a failure to an·
alyze. the attitude of the people
of New Mexico in regard to
higher education.'' They cited the
approval in the last general election of a $tJ2 million bond issue
:for support of academic facilities
for public hi~her education insti~
tutions,
The BEF recommended an increase of $4.3 million, and the
proposed increase would be. llPproximately $1.5 million. This
amount would involve an actual
decrea!le in the per-st\ldent ex·
penditure in the state.

can·y men to Mars In the 1980's.
He also asked for 59-million dollars for two new facilities at the
Atomic Energy Commission's Los
Alamos lab-an atom smasher
and a center to work for control
of H-bomb reactions.
-0• Itvs:sia Want11 t~Buy Tools
WASHINGTON - A congrcs·
sional committee reported yesterday that it is satisfied that the
nmchinc tools Russia wants to buy
in America for ~l car factory can't
be used for military ).Jroduction.
The Russian :req_uest to buy tools
has the approval of the administ1•ation. The committee said that
the plan had its approval ai'tet·
a CIA investigation. The Russians plan to build a Fiat factory.
-0Dirkscn Supports Treaty
CAPITOL HILL - The proposed U.S.-Soviet consular treaty
got n shot in the arm yesterday
when the Sertate Foreign Rela~
tions Committee approved it and
Republican leader Everett Dh·k·
sen announced his support. Such
backing appears to assure the re•
quired two-thirds approval in the
Senate. Dirksen, in announcing
his support, said he received a
letter from Secretary of State
Rusk on the matter.
-01\Iarines Start Offensive
SAIGON-A battnlion of U.S.
:Marines started a leap-frog maneuver yesterday in an effort to
trap a large North Vietnamese
force in action 320 miles north·
east o:f Saigon. The Leathernecks
pulled out to sea in a sudden feint
otr the central coast • . . then
swung about and stornted ashore
16 miles farther north. The land·
ing appeared to be a maneuver to
push communist t1·oops against
other Marine units sweeping just
to the South. Officials report no
immediate contact with the oppo·
sition.

Floating
B. W. Musgraves, representa•
tive of the Division o£ International Study on the World Cam•
pus Afloat {:formerly the Seven
Seas Division) will be in room
250A of the Union until 2 p.m.
toady interviewing students interested in the program.
The program, which is sponsored by Chapman College, Or·
ange California, involves stu•
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Mama Burger . . . . . . . . . 35c: Baby Burger ..... , . . . . 20c
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By NOOLEY REINHARDT

been one of the world's most popular literary questions for 350
years, Dr. Rowse l!aid, but it is
c1ea;r th a t the sonnets ar!l not
dcdtcated to the Earl of South·
ampton
·
Dr. Rowse pointed out that a
member of the nobility would
never be called "master," al·
though the term was used for

mcome.

f"'1'" ·. '·~ ,Our SiJd;.Ninth Yeor of fcliforiol Fieeclom

~ook far ·th~ $.rJaht·,Orange Suildingl .
THE LOBOS TAKE A 8REATHER during the second llalf of action of the New Medco-Utah game at
University Arena Saturday night. New Mexico won, 64-56. Ron Nelson(lO) takes a look at the Utah
sideline conference as he walks off the floor foUowed by Howie Grimes. (LOBO photo by Pawley)

,

The committee could find no
justification of eharges made by
former A.COHR chairman Tom
Stuart that the group had mis·
used funds. "We don't have any·
thing concrete to prove any misuse of funds, but it is evident
that your bookkeeping stinks,"
said Senator Lenny Miele.
Record Not Kept
During the investigation the
Senate committee learned that
\A.COHR had several members
who could spend money and did
so at will. Accurate records were
not kept, and many expenditures
were made without approval or
with a few people approving.
The pass book used by the
group to the Union account was
inaccurate, and the Finance Committee had t.o get a ledger of expenditures from the accounting
office.
ACOHR was given a budget of
$500 from student government
last year ior a film on community
development. Members were asked
to justify the existence of the
organization because the National
Student Association is also involved with community develop·
ment.
Group Involved

see our contribution as
being more 1nvolved within tlm
community," said Terry Lamm, ·•
an ACOHR membe1•. "We are actively Involved with the strategy
and technique of community de•
velopmcnt."
Members of the group were
asked to answer charges that the
group was "esoteric." "We admit
that no time was spent in recruitment and that Spanish-Am·
ericans are not pat·ticipating in
the organization/' said Rick Hutt.
"1 have taken a leave of absence from the organization and
UNM SAFETY COORDINATOR Walter
Lewis presents camhave access to about 300 people
pus policeman Kenneth V. Morris with a card certifying that he
and have tried to recruit some of
completed the defensive driving program for UNM employees
them," he said. At present memwho drive vehicles on campus. Based on the Driver Improvement
bers said there arc from 10 to 15
Course prescribed by the National Safety Council, the course is
people in ACOHR.
aimed at those who ab:eady have their operator's licenses.
No :Recruits
"We have been so bUSJt with.
Coronado Sponsors
our programs we haven't tried to
recruit," he continued.
Members justHied item hY item
expenditures for the committee
A tutorial program, :financed by and will be supervised by the saying that money was SJH•nt for
the Residence Hail Council and night duty advisor. The Residence supplies, maps, telephon<! hills,
sponsored by Coronado Hall, will Hall Council has provided $200 and for printed materials.
Ellen Corpi, former secretnry
be available to all men's residence with which to pay the tutors.
halls from February 26 to May
Persons interested in tutoring of ACOHR said that when she
should contact :Ross :M. MacAskill assumed the job of keeping bool,s,
21.
she found that there was not set
Six. tutors, each working three at Coronado Hall.
procedure for spending l,Joney.
hours one night a week for 12
weeks, will offer aid in English
"It appears that we have given
Homecoming
composition, freshman mathemat·
a large sum of money to a group
ics, and freshman chemistry. The
Applications for Homecomwith no organization who spends
tutors will be chosen from a list
ing 1967 chairman may be
mortey at their own initiative,"
o£ interel!.ted and capable person·
picked up in the Activities
said Senator Cleave Seaman.
nel by the Residence Hall CounCenter in the Union. ApplicaACOHR was instructed to make
cil, and paid one dollar an hour
tions should be returned to
changes in their procedures and
the Homecoming box by 9 a.m.
for their services.
to appear March 14 to justify '·
The tutors will be available in
on March 13.
their books.
the Coronado Hall study room
"We

Tutorial Program Aids Dorm Men

Campus

Recruiting Students

dents living aboard ship for one
semester, earning up to 15 hours.
Full faculty and teaching faeili•
ties l}re available, including a liM
brary and a biolog~ laboratory.
Musgraves said there is every·
thing you would find on arty col•
lege campus from a chaplain to
an infirmary.·
The curriculum of the floating
campus is based primarily on the
humanities and tbe social sci·

ences, and has a strong course in
oceanography. The program is
fully accredited and employees,
professors, and teachers are from
all over the world. A majority of
the instructors hold Ph.D's.
The next ship for tbe fall semester will leave New York Oct.
11 and will return to Los Angeles
Jan. 21 after circling the globe.
Students will be on sea a fu11 se•
mester.

The expense for one semester
comes to between $2750 and
$2800, This includes ship board,
tuition, room and board and inport spending.
Musgraves noted that last year
three UNM students took the
world-round trip. Shirley Nimms,
Santa Fe; Joan w. Lamb, Ruidoso, and Kent Roberts, Albuquerque, took the world·round
trip.
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